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We complete the work started by Holton and Grant concerning the semi-stability 
of non-trivial connected Cartesian products and show that all such products are 
semi-stable. Further we show that except for certain (listed) restricted graphs, 
comected cartesian products are semi-stable at every vertex. Finally, we show 
that the cartesian product of any two graphs is not semi-stable if and only if 
one of them is totally disconnected and the other is not semi-stable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, all graphs G considered are finite, undirected and are without 
loops and multiple edges. V(G) denotes the vertex set and E(G) the edge set 
of the graph G. 1 S 1 denotes the cardinality of the set S. All basic graph- 
theoretical concepts used in this paper are defined in Harary [3] and the 
permutation group terminology is as in Wielandt [7]. 
If u and u are adjacent vertices of G, we write u - ZJ; otherwise u + V. 
If u E V(G), the ne~g/z~cz&zc&, NG[u], of u in G is the set {U E V(G): u - u}. 
The degree of U, degGu, is the cardinality N~[u]. If U, r~ E V(G), and u - n, 
the edge joining u and v is denoted [u, v]. If S C V(G), the induced subgraph 
on the vertex set S, denoted (S), is the maximal subgraph of G with vertex 
set S. If S = {vl ,..., v~} c V(G), Gs = G,,l ,..., wn denotes the subgraph of G 
induced by V(G)\S. The removal of a vertex v from the graph G results 
in the subgraph Gv of G. The addition of a vertex u to the graph G results 
in the supergraph of G, denoted G + u, with vertex set V(G) u {u} and edge 
set E(G) n {[u, vi], vi E S} where S is some specified subset of V(G). Thus 
G + u is uniquely specified by NG+,Ju] = S. 
Pn denotes the path on n vertices, C,, denotes the cycle on n vertices and 
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Kn denotes the complete graph on n vertices. An n-cycle in a graph G is a 
subgraph of G isomorphic to C% . Opposite sides of a 4-cycle are any two 
edges in the 4-cycle which are not adjacent. A 4-cycle witbout diagonals is an 
induced sugbraph of G which is a 4-cycle. A p-star is a graph with p vertices 
of degree one and one vertex of degree p. 
r(G) denotes the automorphism group of the graph G. F(G)V denotes the 
subgroup of F(G) all of whose elements fix the vertex 0 E V(G). F(G)V is 
considered to act only on I’(G)\{uj. We say that G is semi-stable at u E V(G) 
if r(GJ and r(G)V are isomorphic as permutation groups (see Holton [4]). 
If G and H are graphs, G x H denotes the Cartesian product (or product) 
of G and Hand nG denotes the union of n copies of G (see Harary [3], p. 2lfl. 
A graph G is called prime if G is non-trivial and G = G1 x Gz implies either 
G1 or Gz is trivial. If G is not prime and is non-trivial, then G is composite 
(see for instance [6]). 
Let V(G) = {Q , i = l,..., p} and I+Y,l = {We , i = l,..., q}, where p = 
1 V(G)\ and q = 1 V(H)/ so V(G x H) = {(Q , w,), i = l,..., p; j = l,..., q}. 
A section of G in the product G x H is one of the subgraphs Gwj = 
+JJ , ~~1, i = L..., P), wj E V(H). A section of H in G x H is defined 
analogously. 
The section sets, denoted EG and EH, of G and H in the product G x H 
are defined by 
Eo = fi E(G’“j) and EH = fi E(H’<). 
j=l i=l 
Suppose G is a non-trivial connected graph and 0 E V(G). If there exists a 
component M of GV which is isomorphic to Pz x L for some L, and NG[v] n 
V(M) is contained in one of the sections of L in M, then we call v a perturba- 
tion point of G. The set of all perturbation points of G we call the perturbation 
set of G, which we denote by s(G). If G is a trivial graph, s(G) is empty. If G 
has components G1,..., Gk then s(G) = l-l;=1 s(GJ. 
In this paper, we determine the semi-stability of a Cartesian product. AS 
Grant conjectured in [l], every connected Cartesian product is shown to be 
semi-stable at some vertex. The two main sources of any lack of semi- 
stability are shown to be the presence of prime components in a product, 
which may occur if Kl is a component of G or H, and the presence of 
perturbation points in one factor, together with a component Pz in the other. 
2. I?ROPERTIES OF SECTION SETS 
Let G and H be non-trivial connected graphs, with V(G) = {vi , i = 1 ,..., p} 
and V(H) = {We , i = l,..., q}. We derive the following properties of the 
section sets EG and EH of G x H, which will be used in subsequent proofs. It 
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follows immediately from the definition that EG n EH = @, EG u EH = 
E(Gxl?),Ec#~andE~#%. 
Pl: Every vertex of G x H is incident with at least one edge from each 
section set. 
P2: If e1 and ez are opposite sides of a 4-cycle, then e1 and ez belong to the 
same section set, 
P3: If e1 and es are adjacent edges such that e1 E EG and ez e EH then there 
is a 4-cycle without diagonals containing e1 and ez in G x H. 
Equivalently: if er and ez are adjacent edges and there is no 4-cycle without 
diagonals containing e1 and ez , then ei and ez belong to the same section set. 
P4: Any maximal connected subgraph T with E(T) L EG (or EH) is iso- 
morphic to G (or H). 
P5: If the graph K of Figure 1 is a subgraph of G x H, then all edges of K 
are in the same section set of G x H. 
P6: If C is a cycle in G x H, we cannot have E(C) = E(PG) u E(PH) where 
PG and PH are paths whose edges are contained in EG and EH respectively. 
P7: If G = Pz , and{[xi ,JJ~], i = l,..., n} c EG , then (Pz x H)++l ,..., nl = 
Pz x H(wi,iGIl for some set 1. For any X~ e {xi : z’ = l,..., rz}, NGxH[xj] n 
uv2 x mkj.v+l ,..., 74 is contained in one of the sections of Ht,+e,l in 
(Pz x H)(~~,~~,~=~,...,~~). These properties are motivated by Sabidussi’s paper 
M. 
FIGURE I 
Proof: These properties are quite straightforward to prove. We therefore 
omit all details except for a proof of P2. 
P2: Suppose e1 and es are opposite sides of a 4-cycle, but they do not belong 
to the same section set. We seek a contradiction. We may suppose e1 E EG 
and eseEH, so el = k , wh b , w)l ad ez = KQ , w,,h tul, wJ1 for 
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suitable i, j, k, I, m, n, with i # k and m # n. As e1 and es are opposite sides 
of a 4-cycle, we may assume 
This implies, by the definition of G x H, either i = I or j = m, and either 
k = 1 or j = n. As i # k and m # n, the only possibilities are i = I and j = n, 
or j = m and k = Z. But either of these cases implies that two vertices of 
the 4-cycle coincide, a contradiction, as required. So e1 and ‘es belong to 
the same section set. 
3. THE SEMI-STABILITY OF A CONNECTED COMP~SI~ GRAPH 
We require 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a graph with v E V(G). Then G is semi-stable at v IY 
and only if No[u] is$xed by r(GW). 
This is Theorem 2 of [2]. 
THEOREM 2. Let G and H be non-trivial connected graphs, and let (vI , wI) E 
V(G x H), where vI E V(G), wI E V(H). 
(i) If G (or H) is Pz , then G x H is semi-stable at (vI , wI) if and only 
?Y wl tf WI (or vl tf dW. 
(ii) v G x H g P3 x P3 , G x H is semi-stable at (vI , wI) f and 
only if either degcvI = I or degHwI = 1. 
(iii) Otherwise, G x H is semi-stable at (vI , wI). 
ProoJ (ii) follows by inspection of P8 x Pa , so we may assume that not 
both G and H are Pa . 
Let V(G) = {vI ,..., v9} and V(H) = {wr ,..., We} so that 
V(G x H) = {(vi , We), i = I, . . . . p; j = 1, . . . . q}. 
By Lemma 1, G x EZ is semi-stable at a given vertex, (Q , wd, say, 
if and only if N = NGXH[(ol, 41 is fixed tv r = rC(G x KhI,w,d. 
In the nonexceptional cases (i.e. when we wish to prove G x His semi-stable 
at (Q , We)), we characterize N in (G x H)(vI,WIj as follows: N has the 
property that if a vertex u is added to (G x H)+,Q by joining it to exactly 
NGXH[(~r, wr)], then the resulting graph is isomorphic to G x H. We show 
that there is no other set for which this property holds, thus characterizing 
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IV in CG x K$+.~+ so N must be fixed by T, as required. In the exceptional 
cases, we exhibit an automorphism of (G x H)fU1,U,lj which does not fix N. 
So assume there is a set SC V((G x H)QQ) such that S # N, and the 
graph J, formed by joining a vertex u 6 V((G x H)+Q) to the vertices in S, 
is isomorphic to G x H. In the nonexceptional cases we will find a contra- 
diction. 
By assumption, J z G x H, so 
I E(J)1 = I E(G x HI - I N 1 + I S I = 1 E(G x H)l 
so 
l~l=lNl (0 
As J s G x H, we may define section sets EG and EH, subsets of E(J), 
as above, with all the properties Pl through P7. 
SD (oi > Wj) - (OTC 3 WJ in J if and only if i = k and wi - wr in H or j = 1 and 
vi - vJ( in G. Note that this labelling of J is not the natural labelling of 
J= G x H, and so is not related to the definition of EG and EH for J. 
Either 
or 
1. SnN# D, 
2. SnN= a. 
Case 1:Sn N# !z. 
AsN#Sbyassumption,andlNl=[S~byI,N~S.So,asGandH 
are non-trivial and connected, there exists vz , wz : ul - vz in G, wr - We in H, 
and either 
or 
As these cases are symmetrical, we may assume the former without loss of 
generality. 
As (ol , wr) # V(J) and u + (ul , w& by assumption, there is no 4-cycle 
in J containing [(ZQ , wl), (ZQ , w&] and [(a1 , w&, (Q , We)] (see Figure 2), so 
by P3, the latter two edges are in the same section set, E, say, where E is 
either EG or EH . 
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By Pl, there is an edge in the other section set, E, say, incident with 
(vl , We). Either 
(a) there exists wS - wz : [(q , We), (vl , wa)] E i% 
or 
(b) there exists v8 - v1 : [(vl , wJ, (vS , w&] g ,R 
FIGURE 2 
Cuse l(a): (see Figure 3). 
There exists wS - wz : [(vl , w& (vl , w8)] E E. m 
By P2 and III, [(v~ , w&, (vS , We)] e ~7. uv 
By P3, II and IV, there is a 4-cycle in J containing [(v~ , wl), (vS , We)] and 
KG 7 w&, (vz , We)]. Either 
(a) there exists We : wb - w1 and We - wa , We # wz; or 
03 u - (vz , w& and there exists v8 # v1 : vz - vz ; or 
h4 24 -h 3 We), N&J = {vl} and there exists V~ # vz : V~ - v1 ; or 
(8) I.4 - @2 9 wS) and G = Pz . 
Cme l(a)(a): (see Figure 4). 
By P2 and II, {(Q., 4, (~2 , &I E 4 XI by P-2, 
By P3, III and V, there is a 4-cycle containing [(vl , WA, (vl , w&] and 
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@I 5 We), (ul , We)], and as u + (ul , We), and using the adjacency relations of 
the (Us , wJ, there must exist We # w1 , w3 : wG - w* and We - We (Figure 5). 
But then the subgraph <(Q , We), i = I ,..., 5> contradicts P5, using II and IV. 
So (a) gives a contradiction. 
Cuse l(a)@): (see Figure 6). 
FIGURE 5 
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By P3, VI and VII, there is a 4-cycle containing [(q, , q), (zJ~, NJ] and 
K4 7 w&, (v~ , We)]. The other vertex of the 4-cycle must either be U, or else 
there exists We # We : We - w1 and We w We . 
In the former case (Figure 7), as there cannot exist a 4-cycle without 
diagonals containing two edges of a 3-cycle, by P3 and VI, [(Q , w& 
04 3 We)] E E, and by P3 and VII, [(v~ , or), (Us , q)] E E. But then, using P2, 
we have 
K% 3 NJ&, (vX , w&] E E n E, a contradiction, 
as the section sets are disjoint by definition. 
FIGURE 7 
In the latter case, i.e. there exists We # We : We - w1 and We -We , 
(Figure 8), the subgraph ((Q , We), i = I,..., 4; U) contradicts P5, using II 
and IV. 
So (/3) leads to a contradiction. 
Case l(a)(yj: (see Figure 9). 








Now u + (Q , w& because u - (Q , WJ implies, by P3, II and IV that 
b4 63 7 w&] E En i7, a contradiction. By assumption, there is no vertex 
other than u1 adjacent to Q . So there is no 4-cycle containing [(Q, w&, (Q, w&] 
and [(q , w&, (Us , w&l. Then by P3 and II, 
By assumption, u + (or , We), and (q , WJ $ I’(J), so there is no 4-cycle in J 
containing [(Q , We), (Us, We)] and [(Q , wl), (Q , We)] i.e. by P3 and VIII, 
By P2 and III, [(Q , We), (Us , w&] E ,?. Then by P3, there is a 4-cycle in J 
containing the latter two edges. 
* Either there exists We # wz : We - wl and We - w3, or 
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In the former case (Figure IO), we have the subgraph ((us, w{) i = l,..., 4; U) 
which contradicts P5 using II and IV. 
In the latter case (Figure 1 l), by P2 and IV, [u, (Us , r.vl)] E E, and by P2 
and IX, [u, (Q , MJ~)] 6 E. But there is no 4-cycle without diagonal containing 
the latter two edges, so by P3 we have a contradiction. 
So (7) gives a contradiction. 
FICXJRE 9 
&se l(a)@): (see Figure 12). 
G = Pz , so by P4, a maximal connected subgraph with its edges contained 
in EG is isomorphic to Ps . 
i% KQ 9 WI), @z 3 +dl, @I > r~), (us , HJ~)] E E by II, this implies E # Eps . 
So E = Ep, and E = EH . We will show that w1 E s(H). 
Let wj be a vertex of the component M of Hwl which contains w% . As M is 
connected, there is a path wz , wsl, Wan,..., wzm, w$ contained in M, so the 
paths b, WA b, ~A.-.~ h, +V% h, +I ad h , ~~1, h, ~&., 
(ul , wzm), (ul , wj) lie in J. Now by II, [(q , w& (az, ws)] E E = E,, , so 
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By P2 and IV, [u, (Q , w&] E Eps. So by P7, removing u and (Q , WJ 
from J leaves a graph with P2 , corresponding to the set Ep2 , as a factor. 
Removing next all components except the one containing (zJ~, wd similarly 
gives a graph with P2 , corresponding to Ep2 , as a factor. As Ju,(ve,wlj E 
U’z x fO+q~~~~,w~ = J’z x f&o1 7 
im wz, 
and A4 is the component of Hwl contain- 
this graph is ((Q , wJ, (Q , wj), wj E v(M)). Now no edge in Ep2 
is of the form [(Q , w,), (as , wj)] for wj E l’(M), so if we remove {(q , w&, wj E 
I’(M)}, by P7, the resulting graph, ((Q , wj), w3 E v(M)), has P2 as a factor. 
But this graph is isomorphic to M i.e. M g P2 x KT for some subgraph M 
of H. Also, by P7, 
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FIGURE 11 
FIGURE 12 
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is contained in one section of XZ in ((Q, , wJ, We E V(M)) g M, so 
ivH[wJ n {wj : wj E V(M)} 
is contained in one section of ?i? in (We : We E V(M)) = M. 
So, there is a component A4 of Hwl for which we can write ME P2 x AZ, 
where iVH[wJ n V(M) is contained in one of the sections of AJ in A4 i.e. 
wl E s(H). 
So in case (a), either we have a contradiction, or w1 is a perturbation point 
of H. In the latter case, we exhibit an element of r = r((G x H)+,,$ 
which does not fix iV = NGxH[(al, wl)], so, by Lemma 1, G x His not semi- 
stable at (ol , wl), as required. 
Define g: V((G x H)(sl,wl)) -+ V((G x H)(el+,$ as follows: relabel the 




and zY = u for all other u E V((P2 x H) c+~$. Then it is easily seen that g 
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preserves adjacency in (pz x H)t,+W1j as no vertex, except (tiz, wQ, of 
c W~2 x wh+w$\v~2 x MD is adjacent to a vertex of Pz x M; 
NP*xff~(~~*J~~2 3 wl)] is fixed by g; and adjacency is preserved in Pz x M. 
Now, for some i, (Q , xc) E N, but (ul , x$ = (Q , Ye) $ jV, so g does not 
fix YV. So, by Lemma 1, if w1 G s(H), Pz x H is not semi-stable at (ul , We), 
as required. 
So for Cases l(a) (a), (,!?), (y), (Q, either there is a contradiction, or the 
theorem is shown to be satisfied. This completes Case l(a). 
Case l(b): (see Figure 13). 
There exists Q - z)~ : [(Us , w&, (Us , w&] E ,E. 
(v3 ,wl)* 
FIGURE 13 
By P3, II and X, there is a 4-cycle in J containing [(zJ~ , wJ, (L!~ , w&] and 
Kh 9 %A CD3 3 %)I* 
Suppose u - (uz , w& and u - (u8 , w&. Then by P3 and II, [u, (Q , w&] E E, 
so by P2, [(ul , We), (us , We)] G E, contradicting x. So the fourth vertex of the 
4-cycle cannot be U. 
So there exists uJ # u1 : uJ - uz and V~ - us (Figure 14). 
Then by 132 ad 11, KQ , WA, Cv4 , W e E KI by W, KQ , ~4, to3 , ~11 E E 
Then by P3 and X, there is a 4-cycle in J containing [(Ok , w&, (z:~ , We)] and 
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KVl > IV&, (v8 , w.J]. But, by assumption, 1.4 + (vI , w2), and no other vertex of 
J will complete the 4-cycle. 
So (b) leads to a contradiction. This completes Case 1. 
Case2: Sn N= @. 
As G and H are connected and non-trivial, there exists v2 , w2 : v2 - vI , 
w2 - wI (see Figure 15). 
By assumption, as S n N = D, u + (v2 , wI) and u + (vI , wJ. So there is 
no 4-cycle in J containing [(v2 , wJ, (v2 , w2)] and [(vI , w&, (v2 , w2)]. So by 
P3, both these edges belong to the same section set E, where E is either 
EG or EH , i.e. 
By Pl, there is an edge in the other section set, E, say, incident with 
@l 9 w2). Either 
(a) there exists We - w2 : [(vI , IV&, (vI , We)] g E, 
or 
(b) there exists We - w8 : [(v~ , w2), (vI , We)] E E and there exists 
v3 - Vl : Ku1 3 %4, @a , %)I e E 
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FIGURE 15 
or 
(4 N&%41 = M. 
Case 2(a): (see Figure 16). 
There exists wS - wz : [(Q , w&, (ul , w&] E i?, 
By P2 and XII, [(Q , w&, (Us , We)] E E. 
By P3, XI and XIII, there is a 4-cycle in J containing [(Us , w&, (Q , wz)] and 
K% 3 We), (Q , We)]. As u + (Q , wl) by assumption, there must exist We E v(H), 
We # wz : We - w1 and We - w8 (see Figure 17). 
BY ~2 ad XL L& , ~4, h , ~~~11 E E, w by F?2, 
Kh 3 wd> (~1 2 wdl E E WV 
Then by P3, XII and XIV, there is a 4-cycle in Jcontaining [(q , w& (q , w*)] 
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and [(nl , w&, (ul , wJ]. As u + (z.+ , We), there must exist We E IT&, # wi , We 
We - We and We - We . But then ((Us , We), i = l,..., 5) is forbidden by P5, 
using XI and XIII. So (a) leads to a contradiction. 
Case 2(b): (see Figure 18). 
There exists We - wz : [(q , w&, (q , w&] E E, WI 
and there exists us - q : [(Q , wz), (Us , w.J] E E. wo 
By assumption, S n iV = a, so u + (as , wa and u + (ul , w&, so there is 
no 4-cycle in J containing [(as , wl), (Us , We)] and [(zJ~ , w& (Q , We)]. Thus 
byP3 and XVI, [(Q , wl), (ZJ~ , We)] E E. (XVII) 
BY I?2 ad XV, Ku3 , ~~1, Co3 , wdl E E. (XVIII) 
So by P3 and XVII, there is a 4-cycle in J containing the latter two edges. As 
ZJ + (q, , w&, there exists We # We : We - wr and We - We (see Figure 19). 
BY ~2 ad XVII, Ku3 , w3L k3 , Ml E E SJ by l% KQ , d, h , dl E E 
Then by P3 and XV, there is a 4-cycle in J containing [(Q , w&, (ul , We)] and 
KVl 3 w&, (q , wJ]. As u + (q , We), there exists 
w5 # WI, w3: w5 -w3 and w5 - wa . 
But then ((a3 , w& i = l,..., 5) is forbidden by P5, using XVII and XVIII. 
So (b) leads to a contradiction. 
Case 2(c) 
NH[w2] = {We}. As (b) and (a) give a contradiction if w2 is replaced by any 
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w3 - We , we need only consider the case when ZVJWJ = {+vl} for all We - w1 . 
Thus, H is a star. Now, we may interchange the role of G and H in the above 
argument, and conclude that G is a star also. 
If degGul = 1, as U+(V1, We) in J, &g,(q , WJ = 1. But this contradicts 
Pl, which implies all vertices of J have degree at least two. Similarly, 
degHwl = 1 gives a contradiction. So degGvl > 2 and degHwl > 2. 
By assumption, not both G and H are Ps (i.e. a 2-star), so we may assume 
that G is a (p - l)-star, p > 4 and H is a (q - l)-star, q > 3, where p > q. 
In this case, we now characterize A’ in (G x H)(++, so that Ar is fixed by 
r and, hence, the theorem holds. 




degGvl = p - 1, degGvi = 1 for i#l, 
degHwl = q - 1, degHwi = 1 for i#l. 
ck~~x~~,,,l,,J~l p wj) =p - 1 forj # 1, 
Ckccxm ,el,wl,@f , 4 = q - 1 for i + 1, 
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and 
hi = th ,  Wj), (Ui , WI), j = 2 ,..., q, i = 2, . . . . p}. 
If p = q, N is the set of vertices of degree p - I in (G x H)~~,l,W~) . This 




If p > q, s = {(VI, Wj), j = 2,*.., q} is the set of vertices of degree p - 1 
in CG x fO~vlpwl~ , and {(Us , wl), i = 2 ,..., pj is the set of vertices not of 
degree p - 1 which are not adjacent to a vertex of 3. N is thus again fixed 
byFevenifq=3. 
So Case 2 either leads to a contradiction, or the theorem is shown to be 
satisfied. 
As Cases 1 and 2 cover all possibilities, either the theorem is shown to be 
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satisfied, or the assumption that there exists a set S # N, to which a vertex 
may be joined in (G x H)(V1,wl) to give a graph isomorphic to G x H, leads 
to a contradiction. This proves the theorem. 
4. THE SEMI-STABILITY OF AN ARBITRARY COMPOSITE GRAPH 
We are now in a position to show that every composite graph is semi- 
stable. But first we require the next result to find the semi-stability properties 
of G x H for arbitrary graphs G and H. 
THEOREM 3. Let G and H be non-trivial connected graphs with vl E V(G), 
wl E V(H). Then (G x H)(vl,Wl) is prime. 
ProojI Let J = (G x H)+,Q . We suppose the contrary to the theorem 
and find a contradiction, i.e., assume J s K x L for some non-trivial graphs 
K and L. 
J is non-trivial as 1 V(G)1 and 1 V(H)1 are at least 2. As the connectivity of 
G x H is at least two for connected graphs G and H, J is connected, so both 
K and L are connected. 
Define section sets EK and EL for the graph J, so that E(J) = EK u EL 
and EK n EL = @, together with properties Pl through P7. 
As G and H are non-trivial and connected, there exists vz , wz : v1 N vz in 
G and w1 - wz in H. As (vr , wr) 6 V(J), there is no 4-cycle in J containing 
K% Y wl), (us, w&] and [(vr , w& (vz , w&l, so by P3, the latter two edges are 
in the same section set, E, say, where E is either EK or EL . So 
By PI, there is an edge in the other section set, E, say, incident with (vz , w.J. 
Either 
(a) there exists We - wz : [(v~ , w.& (us, We)] E & 
or 
(b) there exists V~ - vz : [(v~ , w.& (us, w.J] E iZ 
If case (a) leads to a contradiction, so does (b), by interchanging G and H 
in the same argument, so without loss of generality we may assume (a) (see 
Figure 20). Thus 
By P3, I and II, there is a 4-cycle in J containing [(v~ , wl), (us , w.J] and 
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z+, W& (Us , Q)]. This implies there exists w4 # ws : w4 - w1 and w4 - w3 
[ice Figure 21). 
By P2 and II, 
KVI 7 wh 6% 3 %)I E g, ow 
and by P2 and I, [(Q , w3), (Q , w4)] 6 E, which implies by P2 
KVI 9 wd> (VI 7 dl E E uw 
CV ljWZ) 
FIGURE 21 
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Then by P3, III and IV, there is a 4-cycle in J containing [(or , w&, (aI , M)~)] 
ad Kill , wJ, Cvl , KJ~)]. This implies there exists +v5 # wI , ws : w5 - HJ~ and 
ws - wa . But then the subgraph {(ZIP, HJ~), i = I,..., 5) of .J is forbidden by 
PS, using I and II. Contradiction. 
So J is prime as required. 
We require the following result, which is Theorem 4 of [1]: 
LEMMA 4. Let {Gi}yzI be a set of graphs. Then uyzI Gi is semi-stable at the 
vertex v ifand onZy I~V E V(Hj) where Hj is a component of some Gj , 1 < i < n, 
Hi is semi-stable at v and no component of Gk , 1 < k < n, is isomorphic to a 
component of (Hj)+ . 
COROLLARY 4(i). Let G and H be graphs with components GI ,..., G* and 
H 1 9.e.2 HL respectively, and let v E V(GW x HJ where I < m < k and 
I < n < I. Then G x H is semi-stable at v if and only ly G,,, x H,, is semi- 
stable at v, and no component Gi x Hj of G x H is isomorphic to a component 
of (Gm x HA, . 
ProoJ This follows from Lemma 4, as G x H = ufnI & Gi x Hj , 
and Gj x Hj is connected. 
COROLLARY 4(ii). Let G and H be graphs with no trivial components, and 
v E V(G x H). Then G x H is semi-stable at v IY and only IY the component 
of G x H containing v is semi-stable at v. 
ProoJ Let the components of G and H be GI ,..., Gk and HI ,..., Ht 
respectively, and let v E V(Gm x H,J, where I < m < k and 1 < n < I. By 
assumption, all Gi and Hj are non-trivial, so Gd x Hi is composite, and, by 
Theorem 3, (Gm x H& is prime and connected. Then the result follows from 
Corollary 4 (i). 
COROLLARY 4(iii). Let G and H be graphs with no components being KI 
or Pz, and not both having P3 as a component. Then G x H is compIetely 
semi-stable (i.e. G x H is semi-stable at every vertex). 
Proox This follows from Theorem 2 and Corollary 4(ii). 
Thus, Theorem 2 and Corollaries 4(i), (ii) and (iii) determine as far as is 
possible the semi-stability properties of an arbitrary Cartesian product. 
We now show that, with one exceptional class, G x H is semi-stable for 
arbitrary G and H. 
LEMMA 5. Let G be a non-trivial connected graph. Then there exists 
v E V(G) such that v $ s(G). 
ProoJ Let u g v(G)be not a cutvertex(see [3], p. 28, for the existence of u). 
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Either u # s(G), giving the result, or u e.s(G). Assume the latter case. 
Then as GU is connected and u E s(G), there exists a graph M such that 
GU g P2 x M and NG[n] c V@@), where MQ is one of the sections of M 
in GU . We may thus label GU as follows: V(GJ = {(Q , xj), (Q , xj), j = 
n} where N&] = {(v~, x.) j = I m} (1 < m < n), and (Q , xj) - 
:A~:x~) if and only if j = k, ‘(kI , xi) zinI , x~) if and only if (Q , XJ - 
(4 3 xk),j, k = l,..., n. 
Either (aI , x1) $ s(G), giving the result, or (uI , x1) E s(G). Assume the latter 
case i.e. (uI , x1) E s(G). 
(a) Suppose m = 1. As G,, E P2 x h4, GU is a block, so GU,~VI,a~) is 
tm~~~~d. As N&l = ~~~I , -41, %I,z~) consists of the components (u) 
and G~J~~,Q . But both of these are odd, which contradicts (Us , x1) E r(G). 
(b) Suppose m > 1. As in {a), Ga,(+zI) is connected, and u - (uI , x2) E 
Wu,+~l~ so GQJ is connected. As (ur , x1) es(G), there exists a graph 
M such that G+zI) = - P2 x M. Consider the section sets EpS and En defined 
f-or %+cl~ . 
By Pl, there is an edge of Ep2 incident with U, [(uI , x%), u], say. Now 
NG ,vl,Jt& 3 4 c wm ” NOI 3 41 
and N GcVI sIjj [u] c V(M’l), so there is no 4-cycle in G+z~) containing [u,(+ x~)] 
and [(uI ,‘xJ, (us , x~)]. By P3 this implies [(uI , x~), (uz , x~)] E Ep2 . But by 
P4, a maximal connected subgraph whose edges are contained in Ep2 is 
isomorphic to P2 . Contradiction. 
So (a) and (b), which cover all cases, lead to a contradiction i.e. u t,$ s(G), 
or h , xl) 6 dQ 
COROLLARY 5. Euery composite connected graph is semi-stable at some 
uertex, 
ProojI This follows from Theorem 2 and Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 6. Let G be a graph and n a positiue integer. Then nG is semi- 
stable $ and only .fy G is semi-stable. 
Proox This follows trivially from Lemma 4. 
THEOREM 7. Let G and H be graphs. G x H is not semi-stable $and only 
iy one of G and H is totally disconnected, and the other is not semi-stable. 
Proox (+) We may suppose G = nKI for some n, and H is not semi- 
stable. Then G x H s nH is not semi-stable by Lemma 6. 
(3) Suppose G x H is not semi-stable. If either G or H is totally discon- 
nected, Lemma 6 implies the other is not semi-stable as required. So suppose 
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neither G nor H is totally disconnected. Let the components of G and H be 
G I ,..., G& and HI ,..., HL respectively, where 
As G and H have non-trivial components, 1 V(GI)/ > 2 and 1 V(H& > 2, 
and GI x HI is composite and connected. By Corollary 5, Gr x HI is semi- 
stable, at a vertex ZI, say. By Theorem 3, (Gr x HJv is prime and connected. 
Now 
and 
I J’KG x fUJ > I WW 2 I WA for l<j<Z 
so (Gr x Hl)u is not isomorphic to any Gi or Hj . But the only prime com- 
ponents of G x H are isomorphic to some Gi or Hy . So no component of 
G x H is isomorphic to (Gr x HJu . Then by Corollary 4(i), G x H is 
semi-stable, contradicting our hypothesis. 
So one of G and His totally disconnected, and the result holds. 
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